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This supplementary submission describes the problems that
Australian producers are currently experiencing with the Australia-
France Memorandum (M-o-U), as it is applied to animated productions
by France’s CNC.

IMPORTANCEOF CO-PRODUCTIONSFOR ANIMATION:

Co-production finance has become increasingly important to
Australian animation producers. The European market is central to
the financing of much Australian animation. Official co-
productions with a European partner enjoy ‘European Content’ status
and qualify for higher European licence fees, particularly in the
pre-sales used for financing.

IMPORTANCEOF FRANCEAS A CO-PRODUCTIONTERRITORY:

France is of particular importance as a co-production territory.
Australia’s Treaties with the UK and Germany offer limited
opportunities for animated co-productions because there are very
few German animation studios of good standing and most UK
broadcasters will only pay premium pre-sales to 100% UK
productions. By contrast, French broadcasters are supportive of
co-productions and (in partnership with the CNC) provide
substantial investment.

CURRENTPROBLEMSWITH THE MEMORANDtJI~4:

It is therefore particularly unfortunate that Australia’s M-o-U
with France currently presents serious problems to Australian
producers:

• The CNC takes the view that co-productions with Australia
under the Memo of Understanding have lesser status than Treaty
co-productions and consequently the CNC will not allow
Australian expenditure on M-o-U projects to qualify as
‘European’.

• The M-o-U requires an Australian contribution of 40%-80%, but
this appears to be over-ridden by the CNC’s ‘Creative Points’
policy, which allows only 33% (7 of 21) creative points to be
‘non-European’ (including, by the CNC’s definition, all
Australian elements) . The CNC has advised our French co-
producers that the creative points rule will apply in deciding
whether a M-o-U co-production qualifies as ‘European Content’
and therefore whether it will qualify for CNC investment.



• Obviously, the benefits of CNC investment and European status
are the principal reasons to co-produce with France. If
Australian animation producers are unable to access these
benefits via French co-productions, we are badly disadvantaged p
in securing finance for our projects within Europe.

AUSTRALIAN FILM COMMISSIONASSISTANCE:

A group of Australian animation producers has requested the
Australian Film Commission to urgently consider the following:

1. In the short term, can the M-o-U with France be made to work
better for Australian producers? (For example: the CNC
permits third country participation provided the overall
points allocation remains two-thirds ‘European’. Could the
AFC adopt a compatible approach?)

2. In the long term, can the AFC persuade the CNC to change its
interpretation of the M-o-U, or (failing that) negotiate full
Treaty status for co-productions between France and Australia?
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